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artisan forces came to be an important part of the
Soviet strategic defense of the Rodina, or
"Motherland." The partisans came from many sources,
including encircled and overrun regular forces that melted
into the local population, patriotic or oppommistic Soviet
citizens, and special ptu~ose forces that were deliberately
infiltrated into the enemy rear area to conduct guerilla or
partisan operations. For their contributions, the partisans
were awarded almost every type of Soviet military award
including the Soviet Union’s highest honorary title, Hero
of the Soviet Union, which was conferred to over 230
partisans. The medal "To a Partisan of the Patriotic
War," or "Partisan Medal" for short, is by far the most
common partisan award and is very familiar to Soviet
medal collectors. This article will address Partisan Medal
documents and associated commemorative documents
issued to ex-partisans.
The Partisan Medal was instituted on 2 February 1943 as
one of the Soviet Union’s more prestigious decorations.
It was awarded in either the First (silver) or Second
(bronze) Class. First class medals were generally awarded to high-ranking partisans and to lower-ranking cadre
for exceptional performance, while Second Class medals
were usually awarded to lower-ranking partisans.
Although the author has found no official written
evidence, multiple awards of the Partisan Medal of either
class were probably not intended. The author knows of
only two instances of multiple awards, which were likely
made by field units that were unaware of official
protocol.

Part, an Medal- Obverse
Surrounding the conjoined busts of Lenin and
Stalin is the Russian inscription TO A PARTISAN

Partisan Medal Temporary and Permanent Award
Documents

OF THE PATRIOTIC WAR USSI~ The reverse
has a plabt, flat surface with the hammer and
sickle emblem at the top followed below by an
inscription in three lines that reads, FOR OUR
SOVIET MOTHERLAND. The First Class suspension ribbon is light green with a blood red
center stripe, and the Second Class ribbon is light
green with a royal blue center stripe. Altogether,
some 56,000 First Class and 71,000 Second Class
awards were made.

A document was issued with the Partisan Medal that
authenticated the award of the medal to a particular
recipient. The document also served to verify the right of
the recipient to wear the medal. There are two types of
Partisan Medal award documents, tempgrary and
permanent.
Partisans in occupied territory or recently liberated
territory were issued a temporary award document. The
document reads, "(Name) is awarded the medal ’To a
Partisan of the Patriotic War (I or II) Class’ for valor and

bravery displayed in the partisan struggle against the

German fascist invaders by order # (number) of the
(particular Soviet republic’s name) Partisan Movement
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Temporary Award Document

Chief of Staff dated (date).’’~ It was also signed by an
awarding official, marked with an ink-stamp impression
of the Soviet state seal, and dated. The temporary
documents measure 13cm by 10cm.

ment dated earlier than 1947. The permanent documents
are similar in external appearance to common red order
booklets and numbered medal documents, yet have the
words "Certificate to the medal ’To a Partisan of the

Patriotic War’" impressed on the booklet’s cover. The
interior cover of the document has a place for the
recipient’s photograph and signature, which frequently
are not present. The first page has places to write in the
recipient’s name, class of the medal, and the booklet’s
issue date. The printed inscription is similar to the
temporary docunaent mentioned above, though lacking
some details. When open, the booklet measures 15cm by
1 lcm.2

The author encountered fake temporary documents in
July 1998. These fakes look almost exactly like the
original. The counterfeiters even used a contemporary
ink stamp for the Soviet state seal that names the correct
number of Soviet republics on the ribbon wrapped around
the wreath of the seal. However, tell-tale signs of a fake
are documents that do not look worn, paper that appears
to be a little greener in color than the paper used for the
original documents, and numbers in the serial number in
the upper right corner that are slightly different than the
numbers on the original documents. In addition, the inkstamp impression of the serial number and the seal are
too fresh and lack the patina (oxidization) of aged ink.

Associated Documents
Associated documents were issued to commemorate
participation in partisan activities. These documents
fi-equently contain much more information than the medal

Permanent documents were most likely awarded after the
war. The author has not encountered a permanent docuA blatantly fake document and product of a forger’s fertile imagination
is pictured on page 249 of the Comprehensive Cadde to Soviet Orders
and Medals by the author and Paul MeDaniel (Historical Research
L.L.C., Arlington, Virginia, 1997).

1

This article will present only the English translation of the contents

of partisan documents.
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documents. Not everyone presented an associated document earned a Partisan Medal. The existence of an
associated document does not necessarily mean the
person was awarded a Partisan Medal of either class.
Most participants in the partisan movement were not
awarded the Partisan Medal but did receive an associated

document after the war. The author has seen dealers try
to sell an associated document with a Partisan Medal as
"proof" that an individual received the medal. However,
the union of both a Partisan Medal document with an
associated document is highly desirable and can reveal a
lot of information about the recipient’s partisan activities.

Kornsomol Document
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